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The ltgures ln the margln lndlcate
full mo;r,,lcs for,the questlons.

1. Answer ang seaen :

(t) The equation of the form
Po+Qq =1fr is known as

(a) Charpit's equation

(b) Lagrange's equation

(c) Bernoulli's equation

(d) Clairaut's equation
(Choose ttle correct

Lx7=7

answer)
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(ii) How many minimum no. of
independent variables does a partial
differential equation require ?

(ih) Find the degree and order of the
equation

t" (o3z )' oz _: ,a*i.1ffi) . uo-sfn('*2a)
(iu) which method can be used for finding

the complete solution of a non-linear
partial differential equation of first order
(a) Jacobi method

(b) Charpit's method
,(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above

(Choose the correct answer)

(u) State True Or False:

The equation
tlffi*uaa*ur_-0

is an Hyperbolic equation.

(uil Fill in the blanks :

( O"\' c a2z _O2z[.aJ + 2 u;-8+z-o
is a 

- 

order
differential equation.

(uit) The characteristic equation of
UU*+xua-u is

(a) d" 
-da -duxau

(b) dx 
-da -duaxu

(c) dx 
-U -duuxa

(d.) None of the above
(Choose the conect answer)

(uiii) State True Or False

xu* * Uua - u2 + x2 is a semi-linear
partial differential equation.

(tx) Fill in the blanks :

A solution z - z(x, A) when interpreted
as a surface in 3-dimensional space is
called 

- 

.

(x) The partial differential equation is
elliptical if
(a) 82 -4Ac
(b)

(c)

(d.)

82 -4AC
B2 _4AC

82 _ 4AC
(Choose the correct answer)
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2. Answer ang four: )x4:8
(t) Define quasi-linear partial differential

equation and give one example.

(it) Show that a family of spheres

(x - a)' * fu - b)' = 12 satisfies the
partial differential equation

"'(p2 +q2 +1)=r'

6iA Eliminate the constants aand b from
z-(rt")(a+b).

(iu) Determine whether the given equation
is hyperbolic, p&rabolic or elliptic

u*, -2uaa - Q.

(u) Solve the differential equation p + q = l.
(ut) Explain the essential features of the

"Method of separation of variables".

(uit) Mention when charpit's method is
used. Name a disadvantage of charpit's
method.

(uiii) what is the classification of the
equation

rt,u-4r*+4urr:ea

3. Solve aing three : $x3= 15

(t) Form a partial differential equation by
eliminating arbitrary functions f and, F

from ! = f (x - at)+ F (x+at) .

(u) Solve

A'p-xAqt- x(z-2a)

(iit Find the integral surface of the linear
partial differential equation

x(a' + z) o - a &' + z) n: ( x2 - a' ),
which contains the straight line
X+U=O, Z:L.

(iu) Find the solution of the equation n, = pq
which passes through the parabola

x=O, A2 =2.

(u) Find a complete integral of the equation

*'p'+a2q2=l.

Pt) Reduce the equation UU* * uu - x to

canonical form and obtain the general
solution.
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(uit) Apply the method of separation of

variables u(x,A)- f (*)g (y) to solve

the equation 7tx + u = ua 
'

u(x,O ) = 4e-

(uiii) Determine the general solution of

4uo+5u**uaa*u**ua-2'

4. Answer ang three :

(t) Solve (p' + qf )a - qz - o
method.

1Ox3:30

by Jacobi

Solve z' - pqxA by CharPit's method'

Find the general solution of the

differential equation

*'?+a2+=(t* a)z0x oA

(iu) Solve

(mz-W)P+ ( nx-lz)q=lg -rruc

(u) Use tt =ln u and u - f(")+ g(g) to solve

the equation

x'u? + a'u? -- 7t2 '

(it)

(iit)
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(ui) Find the solution of the equation

" = |(p' + q' )* (p - x)(q -a)
which passes through the x a><is.

(uit) Find the canonical form of the equation

a2u,o - x2 uaa - Q.

(wtt) Classify the second order linear partial
differential equation with example.


